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Foreword
Hastings Women 's Law Journal hit the ground running this semester.
Not only were we working on publishing what you will find to be one of
our largest issues to date, but we also broke with HWLJ's tradition of
hosting symposia in the Spring semester. This September, we hosted a
wildly successful symposium entitled: "Fixing a Broken System: Rape and
Sexual Assault in the Military."
After the University of San Francisco Army ROTC cadets raised the
colors, Congresswoman Jackie Speier started the Symposium off with a
rousing speech and call to action in a room packed full of students,
professors, press, community members, and currently serving and former
military personnel. We then heard from distinguished speakers discussing
the problematic aspects of dealing with what everyone agreed is a
persistent problem. This symposium would not have been possible without
the vision and guidance of Professor Elizabeth L. Hillman. She proposed
the topic to HWLI last year and worked tirelessly with us to make it a
reality. The discussion that we fostered in that symposium has appeared in
the press recently and will be featured in our next symposium issue.
In this issue HWLI is carrying on the discussion from our Spring 2012
symposium entitled: "Cutting Edge Topics in Domestic Violence." The
two speeches printed in this issue, one from Rolanda Pierre Dixon, the
other from Katherine Dowling, deal with challenges in prosecuting
domestic violence topics. Each of the four articles also centers on a
domestic violence topic. Julie Saffren discusses particular professional
responsibility concerns for practitioners working with victims and
perpetrators in civil domestic violence matters. Professor D. Kelly
Weisberg examines teen dating violence legislation and calls for
nationwide education on the topic. Professor Margaret Drew's article
addresses the difficulties that arise when victims and their abusers are
asked to engage in collaborative legal processes. Blaine Bookey analyzes
206 asylum cases over the last 18 years in which petitioners used domestic
violence as a basis for their asylum claims.
There are also three student notes in this issue, which all delve into
different ways in which law and medicine are at odds when it comes to
ensuring access to choice and appropriate care. Elizabeth McCaman
examines abortion for women with diminished capacity. Gina Gribow
analyzes religious and cultural contexts in which obstetrical interventions
are at odds with the dominant American cultural conception of appropriate
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prenatal care. Finally, I discuss the opportiunities the Affordable Care Act
provides for ensuring nondiscriminatory, appropriate care for transgender
Americans.
This semester the HWLI staff rose to the challenge of publishing such a
large issue presented and met it with grace under pressure and the kind of
analytical skills that this journal has come to expect from its members. I
hope you find the topics presented in this issue's scholarship as
illuminating, frustrating, and galvanizing as I have.
Kate Walsham
Editor-in-Chief, Volume 24
